QUID PRO QUO REDUX,
PART TWO: RUSSIAN
GOVERNMENT
INVOLVEMENT IN ALL
THREE CONSPIRACY
AGREEMENTS
Given reports that Mueller will “report”
imminently, I’m not sure I’m going to finish the
second version of my Quid Pro Quo series laying
out the evidence of a conspiracy between the
Trump campaign and Russia trading campaign help
and real estate deals for sanctions relief
(here’s the initial series; here’s the first
post of this second series). But I’d like to
make a point as a way of showing that Amy Berman
Jackson deemed Paul Manafort’s August 2, 2016
meeting with Konstantin Kilimnik to be evidence
of a link between the Russian government and the
campaign.
We know of at least five conversations at which
various people entered into what I describe as a
quid pro quo conspiracy:

1. J a n u a r y 2 0 , 2 0 1 6 , w h e n
Michael Cohen told Dmitry
Peskov’s personal assistant
that Trump would be willing
to work with a GRU-tied
broker and (soft and hard)
sanctioned banks in pursuit
of a $300 million Trump
Tower deal in Russia.
2. June 9, 2016, when Don Jr,
knowing that currying favor
with Russia could mean $300
million to the family, took
a meeting offering dirt on

Hillary Clinton as “part of
Russia and its government’s
support for Mr. Trump.” At
the end of the meeting, per
the testimony of at least
four attendees, Don Jr said
they’d revisit Magnitsky
sanctions if his dad won.
3. August 2, 2016, when Paul
Manafort and Rick Gates had
a clandestine meeting with
Konstantin Kilimnik at which
Trump’s campaign manager
walked Kilimnik through
highly detailed poll data
and the two discussed a
“peace” plan for Ukraine
understood to amount
sanctions relief.
4. D e c e m b e r
(working

to

29, 2016, when
on instructions

relayed by KT McFarland, who
was at Mar-a-Lago with
Trump) Mike Flynn said
something to Sergey Kislyak
that led Putin not to
respond to Obama’s electionrelated sanctions.
5. January 11, 2017, when Erik
Prince, acting as a back
channel for Trump, met with
sanctioned sovereign wealth
fund
Russian
Direct
Investment Fund CEO Kirill
Dmitriev.
Remember: to enter into a conspiracy you have to

agree to one object of a conspiracy (a
conspiracy might have multiple objectives), and
take an overt act to further that conspiracy.
You don’t have to agree to all objects of the
conspiracy, nor do you have to know about all
parts of it.
The key conversations in this conspiracy, it
seems to me, are the middle three: the June 9
Trump Tower plus dirt for sanctions relief
agreement, the August 2 election assistance for
sanctions agreement, and the December 29
reassurance that Trump would revisit Obama’s
sanctions. The involvement of the Russian
government in the fourth one — with Sergey
Kislyak and Mike Flynn on a series of phone
calls relaying messages back and forth between
Putin and Trump — is obvious (as it is for the
first and fifth).
It’s the other two where, in recent months, the
government has solidified its proof of direct
Russian government involvement.

Natalia Veselnitskaya,
Russian
government
agent, at the June 9
meeting
They did so for the June 9 meeting on December
20 when they charged Natalia Veselnitskaya with
obstruction of justice. The indictment alleges
that an MLAT request served on the Russian
government in the Prevezon case was actually
drafted by Veselnitskaya. As Joshua Yaffa argued
after the indictment was unsealed on January 8,
the indictment will probably never result in
prison time for Veselnitskaya but it does
substantiate a claim that she is an agent of
Russia.
In short, the U.S. Attorney’s office
alleges that a document that was
ostensibly prepared by the office of
Russia’s general prosecutor and sent to

its counterparts in the U.S. Department
of Justice was in fact drafted, or at
least edited, by Veselnitskaya herself,
who then went on to cite the document as
independent proof of her version of
events. In this manner, the U.S.
Attorney’s office alleges,
“Veselnitskaya obstructed the civil
proceeding in the Prevezon action then
pending in this District.”
[snip]
Veselnitskaya is unlikely ever to return
to the United States. This means that
U.S. prosecutors are probably less
interested in this particular, narrow
matter than in what filing charges
allows them to do going forward. “If the
government wants on record that Natalia
is a Russian government agent, this
indictment serves this purpose,” the
former member of the Prevezon defense
team told me. That is to say, if and
when charges are filed in relation to
the Trump Tower meeting, prosecutors now
have a building block on which to argue
that, in her actions in the United
States, Veselnitskaya did not represent
merely herself and her client but the
interests of Russian officials. That
should worry Donald Trump, Jr., and
Jared Kushner, who attended the meeting
with Veselnitskaya, and, in turn, the
President himself.

So when Don Jr told Veselnitskaya on June 9,
2016, that Trump would revisit sanctions if he
won, he was effectively telling an agent of the
Russian government that.

Konstantin Kilimnik,
Russian
government

link, at the August 2
meeting
While the redactions require logic to
demonstrate the case, Amy Berman Jackson’s
explanation of her breach decision shows she
believes that Konstantin Kilimnik — regardless
of his alleged ties to the GRU — served as a
link to the Russian government at that August 2
meeting.
Early on in the hearing, while ruling that she
regards Manafort’s attempts to backtrack on his
confession to conspiring with Kilimnik to
witness tamper in 2018 to be bad faith but not
proven, she questions Manafort’s loyalties while
calling Kilimnik his “Russian conspirator.”
To me, this is definitely an example of
a situation in which the Office of
Special Counsel legitimately concluded
he’s lying to minimize things here, he’s
not being forthcoming, this isn’t what
cooperation is supposed to be. This is a
problematic attempt to shield his
Russian conspirator from liability and
it gives rise to legitimate questions
about where his loyalties lie.

When she turns to the two-fold lies about
Manafort’s ongoing meetings with Kilimnik (which
starts on page 28, line 2), here’s what ABJ
judges, up to the point where she talks about
whether Kilimnik is a tie to Russia:

Manafort’s most problematic
Ukraine peace deal lie is
that he never discussed a
peace deal after August
because he thought it was a
bad idea. His subsequent
emails supporting one show
that
claim
to
be
an
“alternative narrative.”

Manafort’s denial of the
Madrid meeting amounts to
denying a contact. (29)
Manafort offered “a series
of revised explanations”
about providing questions
for a poll on a Ukraine
peace deal in conjunction
with
running
another
campaign in Ukraine. (29-30)
Manafort’s claims to have
forgotten about the August 2
meeting because he was so
busy
running
Trump’s
campaign in fact show the
opposite.
sharing

That’s because
polling
data

“relates to the campaign.”
If he was “so singlemindedly focused on the
campaign, then the meeting
he took time to attend” to
share polling data and
discuss a Ukraine “peace”
plan had a purpose related
to the campaign. Or, if he
only took the meeting to
curry favor with Ukrainian
and Russian paymasters,
“well, in that case he’s not
being straight with me about
how single-minded he was.
It’s not good either way.”
(31)
The clandestine nature of
the meeting, with Gates and
Manafort
arriving
and

leaving separately “because
of the media attention
focused at that very time on
Manafort’ relationships with
Ukraine” further undermines
his claims he can’t remember
the meeting. (32)
In
heavily
redacted
language, ABJ lays out why
she finds Gates’ testimony
on the August 2 meeting
credible. (33-35)
There’s
further
corroboration
surrounding
the August 2 meeting, which
Manafort appears to have
tried
to
rebut
with
information newly submitted
on February 8 (which seems
to relate to an earlier
meeting and may be an effort
to suggest this was dated
polling information). (34)
There are a series of emails
from Kilimnik to somebody
else (possibly ones sharing
the
information)
that
corroborate Gates’ story.
(35)
The defense claim that the
polls are gibberish doesn’t
fly because Manafort, Gates,
and Kilimnik all understood
them. Indeed, these polls
(presumably from Fabrizio)
were the ones Manafort
preferred and that Kilimnik

would understand. (35-36)
The discussion of whether Kilimnik amounts to a
tie to Russia starts on 36; it is a response to
Manafort’s attempt to disprove that this
exchange is material by arguing that Mueller has
alleged, but not proven, that Kilimnik has ties
to Russian intelligence (which suggests not even
Manafort is claiming that these events don’t
amount to a tie with Russia). ABJ starts that
discussion by moving directly from describing
(in a heavily redacted passage) who the intended
recipients of the data were to the Russian
question.
Also, the evidence indicates that it was
understood that [redacted–poll data]
would be [redacted] from Kilimnik
[redacted] including [redacted], and
[redacted]. Whether Kilimnik is tied to
Russian intelligence or he’s not, I
think the specific representation by the
Office of Special Counsel was that he
had been, quote, assessed by the FBI,
quote, to have a relationship with
Russian intelligence, close quote.

The only way that ABJ would make that
transition, logically, is if the descriptions
behind some of those redactions are Russians. If
they were just the Ukrainian oligarchs the NYT
claims they were, this entire passage — and
Manafort’s attempted rebuttal of them (that is,
to deny its import because Kilimnik himself has
no ties to Russian intelligence) — makes zero
sense.
Having made that transition, ABJ then lays out
why she doesn’t have to determine whether
Kilimnik is himself Russian intelligence to
determine that he does amount to a tie to the
Russian government.
Whether that’s true, I have not been
provided with the evidence that I would
need to decide, nor do I have to decide
because it’s outside the scope of this

hearing. And whether it’s true or not,
one cannot quibble about the materiality
of this meeting.
In other words, I disagree with the
defendant’s statement in docket 503,
filed in connection with the dispute
over the redactions, that, quote, the
Office of Special Counsel’s explanation
as to why Mr. Manafort’s alleged false
statements are important and material
turns on the claim that he is understood
by the FBI to have a relationship with
Russian intelligence.
I don’t think that’s a fair
characterization of what was said. The
intelligence reference was just one
factor in a series of factors the
prosecutor listed. And the language of
the appointment order, “any links,” is
sufficiently broad to get over the
relatively low hurdle of materiality in
this instance, and to make the
[redaction] Kilimnik and [redaction]
material to the FBI’s inquiry, no matter
what his particular relationship was on
that date.

From there, ABJ dismisses the defense claim that
because Kilimnik made comments about various
loyalties (possibly to the press, possibly to
the State Department), he couldn’t be Russian
intelligence. She even suggests that an email
sent on August 18, 2016, at a time when
Manafort’s ties to Ukraine were becoming
incredibly toxic, may not be all that reliable.
She notes the timing: “Manafort was gone the
next day.”
Having dismissed that claim, ABJ then judges
that “Manafort made intentional false statements
to the FBI and the grand jury with respect to
the material issue of his interactions with
Kilimnik, including, in particular, [redacted;
this must either be a reference to the August 2
meeting generally or the sharing of polling

data].
But then ABJ makes a more general statement,
having reviewed the multiple efforts Manafort
made to obscure his relationship with Kilimnik.
In it, she repeats again that he is a link to
Russia, whether or not he’s an active spy.
On that note, I also want to say we’ve
now spent considerable time talking
about multiple clusters of false or
misleading or incomplete or needed-tobe-prodded-by-counsel statements, all of
which center around the defendant’s
relationship or communications with Mr.
Kilimnik. This is a topic at the
undisputed core of the Office of Special
Counsel’s investigation into, as
paragraph (b) of the appointment order
put it, Any links and/or coordination
between the Russian government and
individuals associated with the
campaign.
Mr. Kilimnik doesn’t have to be in the
government or even be an active spy to
be a link. The fact that all of this is
the case, that we have now been over
Kilimnik, Kilimnik, and Kilimnik makes
the defense argument that I should find
the inaccurate statements to be
unintentional because they’re all so
random and disconnected, which was an
argument that was made in the hearing,
is very unpersuasive.

[my emphasis]

To have ruled this conversation material, ABJ
rules that Kilimnik (especially the sharing of
this polling data, seemingly) amounts to a link
with the Russian Government, whether or not he
has ties to Russian intelligence. And note, this
is a link to the Russian government, not just a
link to a Russian like Oleg Deripaska.
We don’t know why that is so; it seems like it
relates to the recipients of this polling data.
But we know she considers him one, according to

the preponderance of the evidence she has seen.
Mind you, if this is all moving just to a report
claiming such a conspiracy, but stopping short
of charging one, then it may not matter all that
much.
But for the three main exchanges in which Trump
flunkies entered into agreements that form part
of a larger conspiracy, at least one key player
has been deemed to have a tie to the Russian
government this year (and of course the other
two exchanges — Cohen to Peskov and Prince to
Kirill — also have obvious Russian government
involvement).

RESOURCES
These are some of the most useful resources in
mapping these events.
Mueller questions as imagined by Jay Sekulow
CNN’s timeline of investigative events
Majority HPSCI Report
Minority HPSCI Report
Trump Twitter Archive
Jim Comey March 20, 2017 HPSCI testimony
Comey May 3, 2017 SJC testimony
Jim Comey June 8, 2017 SSCI testimony
Jim Comey written statement, June 8, 2017
Jim Comey memos
Sally Yates and James Clapper Senate Judiciary
Committee testimony, May 8, 2017
NPR Timeline on Trump’s ties to Aras Agalarov
George Papadopoulos complaint
George Papadopoulos statement of the offense
Mike Flynn 302

Mike Flynn statement of the offense
Mike Flynn cooperation addendum
Peter Strzok 302 (describing Flynn’s interview)
Michael Cohen statement of the offense
Internet Research Agency indictment
GRU indictment
Senate Judiciary Committee materials on June 9
meeting
BuzzFeed documents on Trump Tower deal
Text of the Don Jr Trump Tower Meeting emails
Jared Kushner’s statement to Congress
Erik Prince HPSCI transcript
Government declaration supporting breach
determination
Manafort breach hearing
Amy Berman Jackson breach determination hearing
Amy Berman Jackson order finding Manafort
breached his plea deal
As I disclosed last July, I provided
information to the FBI on issues related to the
Mueller investigation, so I’m going to include
disclosure statements on Mueller investigation
posts from here on out. I will include the
disclosure whether or not the stuff I shared
with the FBI pertains to the subject of the
post.

